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Figure 1: Top row: Given a user-provided background image, object class (giraffe), and bounding box (far left), our method generates
objects with diverse shapes and textures (right). Bottom row:We combine multiple object classes across scenes and match illumination.
Abstract
We present an algorithm to generate diverse foreground ob-
jects and composite them into background images using a GAN
architecture. Given an object class, a user-provided bounding box,
and a background image, we first use a mask generator to create
an object shape, and then use a texture generator to fill the mask
such that the texture integrates with the background. By separat-
ing the problem of object insertion into these two stages, we show
that our model allows us to improve the realism of diverse object
generation that also agrees with the provided background image.
Our results on the challenging COCO dataset show improved
overall quality and diversity compared to state-of-the-art object
insertion approaches.
1. Introduction
Compositing objects into images is a common editing task.
Given a database of images of a target object class and a specific
background image, the task typically proceeds in three steps: 1)
Find an instance of the object in a suitable pose and under similar
lighting to the background image; 2) define the location and
size of the object in the background image; and 3) composite the
object onto the background in a visually-consistent way. Often
this process can be cumbersome, and requires time and skill.
Our goal is to reduce the burdens of steps 1 and 3 to create
a simple user interface for object compositing. We begin with a
database of images with object masks. Importantly, one require-
ment of our method is that it must work on images taken ‘in the
wild’, where objects have varied shapes, backgrounds, are not
centered and scaled within the image, and can exist in multiple in-
stances per image sometimes under significant occlusion. Wewish
to learn how to represent the object class’ appearance variation,
and how to match the appearance with background scenes. This
would let the user generate an object by simply dragging a bound-
ing box over novel background images, and then by sampling mul-
tiple shapes and textures from the learned space of the object class.
Motivation: This problem is challenging as it requires under-
standing both the object class’ diversity in appearance and how
that appearance changes with the rest of the scene, e.g., how object
appearance changes under scene lighting. Existing whole-image
synthesis methods, such as conditional generative adversarial net-
works (cGANs), are at odds with our application scenario of plac-
ing objects against a specific background. Further, whole-image
methods can ‘cheat’ at foreground generation by altering the back-
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ground to satisfy the discriminator (e.g., changing green grass to
brown savannawhenmapping from horse to zebra), which reduces
translation quality. Another option is to simultaneously generate
object shape and texture, and paste the result into a specific back-
ground. However, doing so has several limitations. For one, it pro-
hibits the disentanglement of shape and texture, which is a useful
interaction tool. Second, the discriminator’s ability to verify real-
ism is overwhelmingly driven by texture [4], which allows the gen-
erator to explore implausible shapes to satisfy the discriminator.
Our approach: Inspired by curriculum learning approaches,
we decompose the generation process into two steps. First, we
synthesize foreground masks (representing the shape of the
object) conditioned on both a specific background image and user
specified bounding box. Next, we generate realistic texture within
the mask via conditioning on the shape mask and background
image. This allows us to fix the shape while varying the texture
(or vice versa), and allows us to explicitly enforce the realism of
the shape and texture with separate discriminators. At each stage,
we inject randomness expressed by a latent random variable,
which allows the generation of multiple shape masks and textures
given the same bounding box coordinates.
We demonstrate our method trained on images and segmen-
tation masks “in-the-wild” from COCO [18]. Recent work on the
related task of image-to-image translation has shown that methods
fail when trained on COCO images due to the large variation in the
pose and appearance of objects and backgrounds [30]. However,
by splitting the problem into shape and texture generation, and
leveraging masks to isolate foreground objects, we show that our
method can generate plausible results despite the dataset variance.
Disentangling shape from texture allows our method to be
used for three editing applications: generating an object with both
new shape and texture and compositing it with a background
image (‘object stamps’), changing the texture of an existing object
within an image (‘object retexturing’), and adding objects with an
existing shape into a new background image (‘object insertion’).
We compare our approach with solutions which synthesize
a whole image at once, and well as state-of-the-art approaches
that separate foreground and background generation [8, 26]. On
the challenging COCO dataset with high variance, we found that
existing approaches can mode collapse during training. However,
our method is more robust: our curriculum learning strategy is
easier to train than on both tasks jointly given a fixed parameter
and data budget, and produces higher-quality mask shapes and
textures than compared methods.
2. RelatedWork
Image compositing: Compositing has a long history of use in
graphics and vision research [24, 1], with recent works applying
deep neural networks to increase quality and flexibility. Deep
Image Harmonization [28] trains a neural network to realistically
change the lighting and fine texture of a given foreground region
by considering context from segmentation maps. STN-GAN [17]
takes a background image and foreground object, and performs
a low-dimensional warp on the foreground object to make its
appearancemore natural. Similarly, SEI-GAN [21] learns to insert
an existing object into another image. While our goal is related,
we aim to learn how to generate new instances of the object class
rather than amend an existing image. We wish to generate realistic
foreground shapes and then fill them in with corresponding texture
such that the foreground is blended with the background.
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs): GANs have
shown tremendous progress in learning-based image genera-
tion [6]. Networks like StyleGAN [12] can produce realistic
results; however, they generate entire images, and have been
shown to perform best on datasets with restricted variability (e.g.,
aligned faces or street scenes). In particular, background variabil-
ity can causes GAN generators to produce blurry outputs. This
is a problem in the case of image classes with large background
variability, like the animal classes in COCO, and often leads to
a significant decrease in quality. Gau-GAN [22] uses semantic
segmentation to provide hints about the shape and location of
each object in the scene. However, since their technique generates
images only from a segmentation map, it cannot be easily applied
to existing background images. Zhan et al. [32] demonstrate
image composition by learning geometric transforms on existing
instances, but this technique does not generate new object shapes
and textures. Unpaired image translation networks [13, 10, 34, 19]
perform fully automated domain translation, but struggle to cope
with large deformations [5] making them unsuitable for object
stamping. Instead, our goal is to generate a realistic foreground
object which integrates into an existing background image, which
cannot be easily accomplished with these methods.
Curriculum image generation: Singh et al.’s FineGAN [26]
can generate convincing images from a database of a given
class by separating the operation into sequential background and
foreground generation. Composite-GAN [15] and LRGAN [31]
similarly recursively generate the background and foreground,
but do not disentangle shape and appearance in the same way
as FineGAN. Our method is inspired by such an approach, as
it demonstrates the power of decomposed generation. However,
our work differs in two key ways: First, we generate a foreground
with respect to an existing background. Second, our method
allows for control over the location and scale of the generated
foreground object conditioned on the background content.
Most similar to our work, Hong et al. [8] ‘complete’ a user
bounding box by generating an object instance. Our model has
three key differences: we can generate multiple object shapes
and textures, we use the entire background for conditioning to
improve harmonization, and we generate content for the mask
region only to improve result quality. We compare our result
directly with Hong et al.’s approach, and show that we can
generate results with overall higher quality and instance diversity.
3. Method
Ourmodel takes as input a background image i∈RW×H×3 of
widthW and heightH drawn from a domain I, a bounding box
b∈R4 containing rectangle vertices, and an object class c. From
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Figure 2: Overview of our image generation pipeline. Given an input image i, a bounding box is cut out to create ib, and this is then
fed into the mask generator GM . GM creates a plausible object mask from the desired category (in this case, zebra). Our texture
generator then fills in the mask to produce a final composited image, while a texture discriminator ensure image realism.
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Figure 3: Our stamp shape generation model. This generates a
shape mask mˆ given a random vector zm and input image ib with
bounding box region zeroed-out. We use a discriminatorDM and
adversarial loss LMAdv to train the generator. To improve output
quality, we apply a feature matching loss LMFM on mˆ, and use
AdaIN injection of zm and b. To maintain the diversity of gen-
erated shapes, we add a random vector reconstruction loss LMRec.
b, we construct a binary bounding box mask image b∈RW×H
with the region inside the box set to 1, and 0 otherwise.
The goal is to generate an object stamp inside the bounding
box and to composite it with the background image i (Figure 2).
We achieve this by first generating a stamp mask mˆ∈RW×H ,
and then generating a textured stamp sˆ ∈RH×W×3 such that
when composited into the final image isˆ is indistinguishable from
images in I, where isˆ = i(1−mˆ)+ sˆmˆ, and where  is
the element-wise product.
3.1. Stamp shape generation model
We train a generator GM conditioned on a bounding box,
background image, and a random vector zm drawn from a
Gaussian with mean 0 and variance 1: zm∼N (0,I). Importantly,
we train the generator on images that contain object instances
and their respective masks. Therefore, to allow us to condition
on background content at test time that does not contain the
object in question, we first zero-out the bounding box region
ib=i(1−b). This prevents the network from trivially learning
to segment existing instances in the training data.
The generator GM produces a binary mask mˆ for the
shape of the stamp object inside the bounding box region, e.g.,
mˆ=GM(ib,zm). We train GM adversarially: GM attempts
to generate realistic shapes to fool a discriminator DM , while
DM attempts to classify generated masks separately from real
training data masks. DM is a CNN which takes as input the
shape mask and corresponding bounding box: DM(m,b). We
use a hinge-GAN loss LMAdv to train bothGM andDM for better
stability [16, 27, 20]:
LMAdv(GM ,DM)=Em[min(0,DM(m,b)−1)]+
Emˆ[min(0,−DM(mˆ,b))−1], (1)
wherem is a ground-truth shape mask and mˆ is generated.
Next, we describe how we use adaptive instance normalization
(AdaIN) [9] inGM to condition the network on the input noise
zm. In our case, we wish to inject the bounding box b and the
latent vector zm during shape generation. For this, similar to
prior work [9], we use a small fully-connected feed-forward
network (MLP) encoder EncM to take input b and zm and
predict affine transformation parameters EncM(b,zm) for the
instance normalization layers.
One issue we found is that AdaIN can learn to ignore zm by
using only b, which reduces diversity in generation. To overcome
this, we propose a reconstruction loss LMRec over zm via an MLP
decoder complement DecM to EncM :
LMRec(EncM ,DecM)=
1
|zm|‖zm−Dec
M(EncM(b,zm))‖21.
(2)
Unlike prior work [35], DecM decodes the latent vector from
EncM(b,zm) rather than the output mask mˆ, which we found
to perform better in our experiments. This loss directly enforces
that the AdaIN parameters depend on the random vector zm, and
so helps to maintain diversity.
This yields diverse results, but we found that the masks lacked
fine detail. Therefore, we propose a variant on the commonly
used deep feature matching loss [25, 33], which has been shown
to enhance image sharpness by enforcing that real and generated
images elicit similar feature responses in each layer l of the
discriminator D(l)M , via a squared L2 norm. In our case, since
our generated mask mˆ does not match a single real mask, but
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Figure 4: Our stamp texture generation model. We train a
generator GT via a discriminator DT . Feature matching LTFM,
perceptual LTPer, and auxiliary losses LTRec and LTiRec help to
simultaneously maintain fine texture detail and diversity, while
conditioning on random vector zt provides user control.
rather a distribution (e.g., it varies by zm), we cannot directly
compare the feature responses from ground truth masksm with
mˆ. Instead, we compute a moving average of the feature response
from each batch of training examples D¯(l)M to obtain a mean
distribution of the training shapes for comparison:
LMFM(DM)=Emˆ,m
L∑
l=1
||D(l)M (mˆ,b)−D¯(l)M (m,b)||22. (3)
Rather than averaging over generated masks, which would be
blurry, our proposed minibatch feature matching loss approach
generates sharp binary image masks. We show in our experimen-
tal ablation study that this quantitatively improves results.
Our combined learning objective for the shape mask generator
LM is a weighted combination of the aforementioned losses:
LM =LMAdv+λMFMLMFM+λMRecLMRec, (4)
where λMFM, λ
M
Rec≥0 are hyperparameters.
3.2. Stamp texture generation model
The goal of the texture generator GT is to create realistic
textures that match both the pose in the shape mask (e.g., frontal
vs. profile) and the lighting in the background. Given a generated
shape mask mˆ, we first zero-out the shape from the input image
to mark the area that needs texturing: imˆ = i(1−mˆ). Then,
the stamp texture generation GT synthesizes the texture inside
the empty region while still having access to the texture of the
surrounding background: sˆ=GT (imˆ,zt). sˆ∈RH×W×3 is the
generated object stamp image, and zt ∼N (0,I) is a random
vector that adds stochasticity for diverse generation. ForGT , we
use a BicycleGAN-like [36] architecture to preserve both texture
quality and diversity. Similar toGM , we trainGT adversarially
via a texture discriminatorDT .
The input to the discriminatorDT is the channel-wise concate-
nation of the real image and mask tuple (is,m) or the fake equiv-
alent (isˆ,mˆ). Passing the mask toDT tells the discriminator to
expect an instance of the object at that location. This is important
as, at training time, the background image isˆ may containmultiple
instances of the target class, and soDT would be satisfied by the
generator filling in the mask with background instead of object.
UnlikeDM , we do not use a moving average feature matching
loss as we found it to blur the feature responses and cause the
generator to miss object details. Instead, we use a CNN to encode
the ground-truth texture of the foreground s= im as a latent
vector z′t=Enc
T (s), and then use z′t andm to generate another
stamp texture sˆ′=GT (im,z′t) and corresponding stamped image
isˆ′ = i(1−m)+ sˆ′m. As z′t depends on s, this indirectly
conditions isˆ′ on s, and allows us to apply a feature matching
loss without losing detail:
LTFM(DT )=Eisˆ′ ,is
∑
l
||D(l)T (isˆ′,m)−D(l)T (is,m)||21. (5)
Here, D(l)T is the output of the l-th layer in DT . We also
apply an additional L1 image reconstruction loss LTiRec to
aid in the description of the texture corresponding to z′t:
LTiRec= 1|is|
∑
l=1||isˆ′−is||21.
As an extra constraint on z′t, we wish for its distribution Z′t to
be similar to the distribution of zt, such that the generatorGT can-
not use any distribution difference to foolDT . Thus, we use the
re-parametrization trick [14] on EncT and add a KL-divergence
loss KL(Z′t||N (0,I)) to promote distribution consistency.
Texture architecture: Compared to our mask architecture, we
make five additional changes for our texture model. First, unlike
for masks, for texture there is no need for an AdaIN component
to inject auxiliary information into the generator: Since DT is
trained on the full image is and isˆ, the generator must use the
shape information even without AdaIN.
Second, to make sure that the latent vector zt is not ignored,
we penalize a latent texture reconstruction loss on zt via an
encoder on sˆ:
LTRec(EncT )=
1
|zt| ||zt−Enc
T (sˆ))||21. (6)
Similar to Zhu et al. [36], we do not update EncT when
propagating the gradients from Eq. 6. This avoids that EncT
hides information in the data, making it easy to reconstruct [3].
Third, to aid realism in both isˆ and isˆ′ , we use both to train
GT andGM . As such, the adversarial loss LTAdv becomes:
LTAdv(GT ,DT )= Eis[min(0,DT (is,m)−1)]+
Eisˆ[min(0,−DT (isˆ,m)−1)]+
Eisˆ′ [min(0,−DT (isˆ′,m)−1)]. (7)
Fourth, we add a perceptual loss [11] to help recreate fine tex-
tural details, e.g., the tail of a giraffe. This loss uses a pre-trained
VGG16 network to extract features for two image instances, then
enforces that their feature activations are as similar as possible:
LTPer(GT )=
1
N
‖φ(i)−φ(isˆ′)‖21, (8)
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where φ(i) is the third layer output the VGG16 network, and
extractsN features from i.
Fifth, and finally, we add Gaussian noise N (0, I) to the
texture decoder a la StyleGAN [12]. This helps the diversity of
the results and improves image generation quality (Table 1).
The overall texture generation training loss LT is:
LT =LTAdv+λTRecLTRec+λTKLKL(Z′t||N (0,I))
+λTFMLTFM+λTPerLTPer+λTiRecLTiRec, (9)
where λTRec, λ
T
KL, λ
T
FM,λ
T
Per,and λ
T
iRec ≥ 0 are hyperparameters.
λTRec and theKL divergence increase diversity, while theλ
T
FM, λ
T
Per,
and λTiRec improve the quality of the generated texture. We present
a detailed architecture description in the supplemental material.
4. Experiments
Datasets: We extract three classes from COCO: Giraffe (2,205
images), Zebra (2,306 images), and Pizza (2,623 images). The
first two classes have high shape variation, while the last class has
high texture variation. We exclude all instances that are smaller
than 1% of the entire image, all that contain multiple separate
components, and all that intersect any image border. We collect
background images for stamping from the Internet by searching
relevant queries under a ‘free to use and modify’ license; we will
release these alongside our code.
Training: We train our shape generation network for 1000
epochs on all datasets, and our texture network for 400 epochs. We
use a batch size of 4 and train all our models on 4 GPUs (NVIDIA
GTX 1080 Ti). We use instance normalization in all hidden layers
of both generators. We use the ADAM optimizer with a learning
rate of 0.0002, β1=0.5, and β2=0.99. We decrease the learning
rate linearly towards 0 at half training. In our loss, all λ hyper-
parameters are fixed to 10, apart from λTKL which is set to 0.05.
We set random vector sizes to |zm|=128 and |zi|= |z′i|=8.
4.1. Method comparisons
We are not aware of any methods that addresses our exact
problem, and so we adapt related methods for comparison.
Semantic image manipulation of Hong et al. [8]: This
approach uses multi-class pixel-wise segmentation maps to
exploit scene context, from which we extract per-class binary
masks. In this setting, their method produces less distinct shapes
and blurrier textures than our approach (Fig. 5). Further, Hong
et al.’s algorithm is deterministic: it insert only one instance given
a bounding box, whereas our approach can create multiple shapes
and textures from the same bounding box. Finally, Hong et al. gen-
erate content for the entire bounding box, which requires solving
the more difficult task of also generating background regions
which match seamlessly with the rest of the content (Fig. 6).
FineGAN [26]: This whole-image approach decomposes
generation into first generating the background and then the
Table 1: Kernel Inception Distance×100± std× 100 for the
texture generation on the class Pizza. Lower is better.
Models KID Count
Ours -0.046± 0.075 80%
− Noise 0.002± 0.084 14%
− FM 0.117± 0.052 6%
− VGG 0.408± 0.157 0%
− Bicycle 0.170± 0.123 0%
Table 2: Kernel Inception Distance×100±std×100 for the mask
generation on the class Giraffe. Lower is better.
Models KID Count
Ours 2.723± 0.405 68%
Ours-FM 2.939± 0.369 30%
Ours-mrecon 3.381± 0.410 2%
Ours-bgaware 5.576± 0.525 0%
Table 3: Kernel Inception Distance×100±std×100 across all
datasets used. Lower is better.
Models Giraffe count Zebra count Pizza count
SIM 8.43± 0.59 0% 6.78± 0.79 4% 9.80± 0.73 36%
Ours 4.87± 0.45 100% 5.12± 0.67 96% 9.35± 0.68 64%
FineGan 17.66± 0.86 0% 12.51± 0.60 0% 11.21± 0.29 0%
Ours 1.37± 0.24 100% 1.28± 0.24 100% 1.76± 0.17 100%
foreground. It produces convincing results on low variance
datasets such as bird images of CUB [29]. However, when
trained on our classes from COCO, performance tend to decrease
(Figs. 5 & 6), or collapse altogether. Further, while FineGAN
allows for stochastic texture generation, it cannot generate
localized instances for user control over the scene layout, e.g.,
generated foregrounds are often in the center of the image.
Copy and Paste + Deep Harmonization [28]: We also
compare with a copy and paste baseline. First, we find masks
in the training set that most resemble generated masks from
our algorithm. Rather than a simple nearest neighbor search,
we crop each training mask and re-scale it to fit the size of
our generated mask. Then, and as is usual for binary data, we
compute the cosine distance between the masks and select the
training set mask with the smallest distance. Second, to make this
baseline more realistic, we use a state of the art harmonization
approach [28]. Results in Figures 5 and 6 show that this baseline
often struggles to form a convincing composite. Furthermore,
this approach has three other limitations: 1) Without using our
model’s generated mask to query the database, the user would
be required to provide an actual mask rather than a bounding
box; 2) It requires user time to search through the training dataset;
and 3) It is not able to disentangle shape from texture.
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Figure 5: COCO classes Giraffe and Zebra. First row:Multiple generated masks conditioned on the background image and bounding
box (inset). Second row: Our textured results. Third row: Deterministic image generation by Hong et al.’s algorithm [8]. Fourth row:
FineGAN’s whole-image generation [26]. Fifth row: Copy and Paste + deep harmonization baselines.
4.2. Additional Applications
Beyond object stamps, our algorithm can retexture an existing
object instance in an image (Fig. 7). With these ‘ground truth’
masks, our algorithm generates realistic textures that blend with
their respective backgrounds, e.g., the sides of the generated
pizzas contain doughy edges, as real pizza has. Alternately, our
method supports applications where a user would like to insert
an object of a specific shape into a given background, and have
it be textured realistically (Fig 8).
4.3. Quantitative Evaluation
We use KID [2] as an evaluation metric as it has been shown
to give more consistent results than Frechet Inception Distance
(FID), especially with small numbers of generated samples [7].
Semantic image manipulation of Hong et al. [8]: As this
approach is deterministic, we generate one instance per bounding
box and per scene. We do the same for our method using the same
bounding boxes and background images. We report KID results
on 50 random subsamples in Table 3. Our approach consistently
performs better, which agrees with the visual results (Fig. 5).
FineGAN [26]: We trained FineGAN on the COCO classes
using our image resolution target (256×256), which is higher than
used in their paper. At this increased resolution, FineGAN mode
collapsed, and so we used their original resolution (128×128)
and bilinearly upsample the generated images to 256×256.
FineGAN is a whole image generation approach, and so a
comparison using our composited foregrounds would not be
fair. Instead, we compute KID using only generated foregrounds
without compositing them into the backgrounds. Table 3 shows
the corresponding scores. FineGAN produces substantially worse
KID scores than our method (Figure 5). Running the algorithm
on classes such as ‘giraffe’ and ‘zebra’ results in a significant
reduction in generated diversity in that the same instance is
generated most of the time. Further, resizing the images to
256x256 due to mode collapses in training at higher resolutions
causes a lack of fine detail that is captured by KID. Finally, some
foreground generations are not successful (fourth column).
Ablation studies: First, we evaluate which components of our
method contribute to the quality of texture generation (Tab 1).
We generate a set of 10 different synthesized foregrounds for
each instance mask in the validation set. Then, we create 50
6
Figure 6: COCO class Pizza. First row:Multiple generated masks conditioned on the background image and bounding box (inset).
Second row: Our textured results. Third row: Deterministic image generation by Hong et al.’s algorithm [8]. Fourth row: FineGAN’s
whole-image generation [26]. Fifth row: Copy and Paste + deep harmonization baselines.
random subsets of real and generated images, and compute KID
scores. We perform this evaluation on the ‘pizza’ class due to
the high texture variety. Our full method performs best; removing
the noise input (Noise) causes a small reduction; removing the
feature matching loss (FM, Eq. 5) causes a larger reduction.
Removing the bicycle loss yields realistic results but without
diversity, which accounts for the higher KID score, and removing
the VGG feature loss has the largest impact on result quality.
We similarly ablate our mask generation; in this experiment,
we use the ‘giraffe’ class due to the high shape variation. We
generate 10 masks per bounding box in the validation set, then
we construct 50 subsets to use for KID computation. Results are
displayed in Table 2. First, we remove the contribution of the fea-
ture matching loss in Eq. 3 and notice a score increase indicating
that the FM loss helps in this task. Second, we try to reconstruct
zm from the generated mask directly instead from the predicted
AdaIN parameters. In this setting (‘Ours-mrecon’), our generator
ignores the latent vector zm which limits shape diversity and so
increases KID values. Finally, we condition the mask discrimi-
nator using s on top ofm and b (‘Ours-bgcond’), but we did not
notice any significant improvement (also discussed in [35, 23]).
The high standard deviations in Tables 1, 2, and 3 are caused
by the variation in images across the 50 subsets. As such, in
each table, we compute as ‘Count’ the number of times across
subsets that each approach achieves the best KID score (shown
as a percent). Our approach achieves the highest count.
7
Real images Varied object retexturing
Figure 7: Results for object retexturing. The first column contains the input image, with remaining columns generated by sampling zt.
5. Discussion
Our method takes one step in the direction of easy to use and
diverse guided image creation. However, this is a challenging
problem, and there are still a number of limitations to this
approach (see failure case figure in the appendix).
First, we note that the COCO dataset is especially challenging,
including issues with its instance annotations. For example, some
instances are occluded, which causes holes in the masks. As such,
sampling from the learned mask generator can create shapes with
irregularities. Some instances also only show parts of the objects,
e.g., only the head of the giraffe (Fig. 9), which can lead to some
unexpected masks at test time (Fig. 10).
Finally, with datasets containing complicated and diverse
textures, texture generation can also be challenging (see the class
Bus in Fig. 19 in the appendix), where complex structured appear-
ance with transparency through the windows is difficult to model.
For less complex classes, our approach allows users to sample
the generator to obtain desirable object shapes and textures.
6. Conclusion
Inspired by curriculum learning, we have presented a method
to generate object stamps by splitting the process into generating
an object mask and object texture. Our approach carefully
considers how to promote both detail and diverse generation in
both shapes and texture, through feature matching, perceptual, and
auxiliary losses via conditioning vector in encoder and decoders.
Further, we condition generation on background content with
a way to train our approach on pre-existing segmentation datasets
which include object instances already but do not confuse the
generator. Put together, this provides flexible generation across
shape and texture via a simple bounding box interface.
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Appendix
A. Diversity of instances in the COCO dataset
We train our generator on images ‘in the wild’ using the
diverse COCO dataset. This dataset is complex: object instances
are at multiple sizes, and are not necessarily centered in the
image. Object instances are under occlusion from the edge of
the image, for example, when only the head of a giraffe is visible
(Figure 9). Further, some object instances are severely occluded
by other image content. For example, in the second image in
the first row of Figure 9, we see only the body of a baby giraffe.
Finally, the dataset often contains incorrect annotations, such as
the crepe and the pancakes in the last row of Figure 9, which
are annotated as being from the class ‘pizza’.
B. Interpolations
Background brightness Figure 11 shows how varying the
background brightness influences the texture generation: our gen-
erator is conditioned upon the background image, and so smoothly
adapts the foreground brightness to fit the background illumination.
In this experiment, we fix the shape mask and texture latent codes.
Texture latent code Figures 12 and 13 show interpolations
using zt while fixing the mask. The first and last images in each
figure are the interpolation extremities, with the interpolation
proceeding in Western order. Our network learns a smooth texture
space, e.g., smoothly varying the pizza toppings in Figure 12,
and gradually adding shadows on the left side of the giraffe in
Figure 13.
Shape mask latent code Figures 14 and 15 show interpola-
tions of zm while fixing the texture latent code zt. Again, the first
and last images in each figure are the interpolation extremities,
with the interpolation proceeding in Western order. As perhaps
expected given the high variability of shapes/masks in COCO,
our network learns a less smooth shape space compared to the
texture space. Further, with the bounding box size fixed, there
are no guarantees that the intermediate generated images remain
realistic, as shown on the second row of Figure 15; e.g., a true
‘object rotation’ would require the bounding box to change shape.
C. Additional results
We present additional object stamp application results for the
classes ‘giraffe’, ‘zebra’, and ‘pizza’ in Figures 16–18. Further,
we present additional object re-texturing application results for
the classes ‘giraffe’, ‘pizza’ and ‘donut’ in Figures 20–22.
D. Failure cases
Learning with such noisy data makes our shape and texture
generation task more challenging. As a result, we obtain several
failure cases. We highlight these in Figure 10.
Column 1 shows failure cases due to occlusions in the training
set. Column 2 shows failure cases where there is a mismatch
between the foreground and background lighting. In settings
with user control, both occlusion and lighting mismatch failure
cases can be avoided by re-sampling from the generator. Column
3 shows how our algorithm fails to generate fine details, for
example the heads of the giraffe and zebra lack details and so
are unrealistic. This problem is challenging to overcome as it
requires that our algorithm learns the notion of animal ‘parts’
at multiple scales under occlusion.
Columns 4 and 5 show failure cases due to the input bounding
box shape: Column 4 shows that if the bounding box is too large,
then this can lead to unrealistic shapes as the contribution of the
background in the shape generation stage is reduced. Column
5 shows that requesting unusual bounding boxes can also lead
to unrealistic shapes, e.g., small but wide bounding boxes for
giraffes, and tall but thin bounding boxes for zebra. This is
somewhat expected as such bounding box shapes are rarer in
the corresponding training sets.
An additional interesting failure case can be found in the last
row of Figure 20. In this example, the giraffe is behind a fence.
However the corresponding mask does not hide the giraffe parts
occluded by the fence. As such, our algorithm infills the giraffe
on top of the fence, making the final result uncanny.
Finally, we generate results for the class ‘bus’ and show a
sample in Figure 19. This is a difficult class with complex and
diverse structured texture, including advertisements on the sides
of busses, transparency from windows, different colored busses
independent of lighting and shadow, and strong perspective effects
from the rigid man-made object. Our algorithm fails on this class:
it fails to create realistic shapes which adhere to the perspective of
the background image, it fails to create convincing texture details,
and it has trouble capturing the appearance diversity within this
class. Future work could investigate more-explicit modeling of
these parts of the class appearance space to improve generation.
E. Network Architectures
Tables 4–11 show the detailed architecture of all our network
components described in the main paper.
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Figure 9: Complexity of COCO dataset. COCO contains images ‘in the wild’ which are severely occluded and noisy, e.g., occluded
zebras and giraffes in the first and second rows. The dataset also contains unusual poses, such as in the third row, second column
example. Noise also comes from mistakes in the annotation itself. For example, the pancakes and the crepe in the last row are mistakenly
annotated as pizzas (on top of being occluded). All these issues make our task of generating realistic shapes more challenging.
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Figure 10: Failure cases generated by our algorithm. The first column shows failures due to occluded instances in the training set. The
second column shows failures due to mismatch between the foreground and background illumination. Column three shows failures due
to the inability of our algorithm to generate fine details at multiple scales. Column four shows failure cases due to large input bounding
boxes. The last column shows failures due to unusual bounding box shapes (e.g. high and thin bounding box for the class ‘zebra’.)
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Figure 11: Changing the background brightness while fixing the shape and texture latent codes. Our texture adapts to the background
changes in brightness.
14
Figure 12: Linear interpolation on the latent vector zt controlling the texture space. The first and last images being the interpolation
extremes. Our network has learned a smooth texture space.
15
Figure 13: Linear interpolation on the latent vector zt controlling the texture space. The first and last images being the interpolation
extremes. Our network has learned a smooth texture space.
16
Figure 14: Linear interpolation on the latent vector zm controlling the shape generation. The first and last images being the interpolation
extremes. Note that the bounding box is fixed throughout the interpolation, as is the texture latent vector zt. Our network has learned a
smooth shape space; however, there is no guarantee that intermediate images will remain realistic. For example, the zebra head on the left
slowly disappears and switches to the right. A smaller bounding box shape would be required to generate a ‘front’ or ‘rear’ mask shape.
17
Figure 15: Linear interpolation on the latent vector zm controlling the shape generation. The first and last images being the interpolation
extremes. Note that the texture latent vector zt is fixed throughout the interpolation. Our network has learned a smooth shape space;
however, there are no guarantees that intermediate images would remain realistic.
18
Figure 16: Masks generated for the COCO class ‘giraffe’ and the corresponding synthesized textures. Each row shows four different
texture generation results based on the generated shape mask in the first column.
19
Figure 17: Masks generated for the COCO class ‘zebra’ and the corresponding synthesized textures. Each row shows four different
texture generation results based on the generated shape mask in the first column.
20
Figure 18: Masks generated for the COCO class ‘pizza’ and the corresponding synthesized textures. Each row shows four different
texture generation results based on the generated shape mask in the first column.
21
Figure 19: Masks generated for the COCO class ‘bus’ and the corresponding synthesized textures. Our model fails to capture the
diversity of this dataset. Moreover, our texture generated is not realistic and fails to account for perspective.
22
Figure 20: Retexturing results for the COCO class ‘giraffe’. First column contains real images, subsequent columns are new generated
textures. Notice how in the last row, the giraffe is supposed to be behind the fence. However because the corresponding mask does
not hide the giraffe parts behind the fence, then our algorithm infills the giraffe on top of the fence, making the final result uncanny.
23
Figure 21: Retexturing results for the COCO class ‘pizza’. First column contains real images, subsequent columns are new textures.
24
Figure 22: Retexturing results for the COCO class ‘donut’. First column contains real images, subsequent columns are new textures.
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Table 4: Architecture of the shape generator GM . ‘Conv.’ is
convolutional layer; ‘Res.’ is residual block; ‘InstNorm’ is
instance normalization; ‘Act.’ is activation function. ‘LReLU’
denotes Leaky ReLU with a factor of 0.2.
Layer #Filters Size Stride InstNormAct.
Conv. 64 7×7 1 X LReLU
Conv. 256 3×3 2 X LReLU
Conv. 512 3×3 2 X LReLU
Res. 512 3×3 1 X LReLU
Res. 512 3×3 1 X LReLU
Res. 512 3×3 1 X LReLU
Res. 512 3×3 1 X LReLU
Res. 512 3×3 1 X LReLU
Res. 512 3×3 1 X LReLU
Res. 512 3×3 1 X LReLU
Res. 512 3×3 1 X LReLU
Res. 512 3×3 1 X LReLU
Deconv. 512 3×3 2 X ReLU
Deconv. 256 3×3 2 X ReLU
Conv. 1 7×7 1 - Tanh
Table 5: Residual block architecture used in the shape generation
networks.
Layer #Filters Size Stride InstNormAct.
Conv. 512 3×3 1 X LReLU
Conv. 512 3×3 1 X LReLU
Table 6: Architecture of the encoder DecM . FC refers to a fully
connected layer, with 128 being the dimensionality of zm.
Layer #neurons Act.
FC. 128 LReLU
FC. 128 LReLU
Table 7: Architecture of ENCM . The output is of size 1024, 512
for each of the affine parameters predicted by ENCM .
Layer #neurons Act.
FC. 1024 LReLU
FC. 1024 LReLU
FC. 1024 LReLU
Table 8: Architecture of both the shape and texture discriminators.
‘LReLU’ denotes Leaky ReLU with a factor of 0.2.
Layer #Filters Size Stride InstNormAct.
Conv. 64 4×4 2 - LReLU
Conv. 128 4×4 2 X LReLU
Conv. 256 4×4 2 X LReLU
Conv. 512 4×4 1 X LReLU
Conv. 1 4×4 1 - Ident
Table 9: Architecture of the texture generator GT . ‘Conv.’ is
convolutional layer; ‘Up+conv.’ is nearest neighbor up-sampling
+ convolution. ‘Res.’ is residual block; ‘InstNorm’ is instance
normalization; ‘Act.’ is activation function. ‘LReLU’ denotes
Leaky ReLU with a factor of 0.2, ‘GNLRELU’ denotes a
Gaussian Noise Layer followed by Leaky ReLU. z′t and zt are
tiled and concatenated layer-wise until the first residual block.
Layer #Filters Size Stride InstNormAct.
Conv. 64 7×7 1 - LReLU
Conv. 128 3×3 2 X LReLU
Conv. 256 3×3 2 X LReLU
Conv. 512 3×3 2 X LReLU
Res. 520 3×3 1 X GNLReLU
Res. 520 3×3 1 X GNLReLU
Res. 520 3×3 1 X GNLReLU
Res. 520 3×3 1 X GNLReLU
Res. 520 3×3 1 X GNLReLU
Res. 520 3×3 1 X GNLReLU
Res. 520 3×3 1 X GNLReLU
Res. 520 3×3 1 X GNLReLU
Res. 520 3×3 1 X GNLReLU
Up+conv. 256 3×3 2 X GNLReLU
Up+conv. 128 3×3 2 X GNLReLU
Up+conv. 64 3×3 2 X GNLReLU
Conv. 3 7×7 1 - Tanh
Table 10: Residual architecture used for the shape generation
network. ‘GNLRELU’ denotes a Gaussian Noise Layer followed
by Leaky ReLU with a factor of 0.2.
Layer #Filters Size Stride InstNormAct.
Conv. 520 3×3 1 X GNLReLU
Conv. 520 3×3 1 X GNLReLU
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Table 11: Architecture of the encoder EncT . The blue row
predicts the mean vector, and the orange row predicts the standard
deviation vector that are used to sample z′t. When reconstructing
zt, we only use the mean (blue row).
Layer #Filters Size Stride InstNormAct.
Conv. 64 3×3 2 X LReLU
Conv. 128 3×3 2 X LReLU
Conv. 256 3×3 2 X LReLU
Conv. 512 3×3 2 X LReLU
Conv. 512 3×3 2 X LReLU
Conv. 512 3×3 2 X LReLU
FC. 8 - - - Ident
FC. 8 - - - Ident
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